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Use of hands is the primary way we interact with the world around us. Recent trends in virtual reality 
(VR) also reflect the importance of interaction with hands. Mainstream virtual reality headsets such as 
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, and the Playstation VR all support and encourage the use of their hand 
tracking controllers.  
 
However, tracking hands is very challenging due to their small size and various occlusions. For this 
reason, makers of VR headsets let their users hold controllers that are more reliably tracked than 
tracking hands directly.  
 
Another problem of hand tracking is that it often adds latency to the system. Furthermore, networked 
multiplayer interactions are even more challenging to deliver without users noticing delays due to the 
addition of network delays.  
 
In this talk, we propose ways to overcome the current limitations of hand use in VR. To address 
difficulty of hand tracking, we present a way to estimate the entire hand pose given a few reliably 
tracked points on the hand. We used a commonly available multi-touch tablet to track the fingertip 
positions and estimated the entire hand pose from the tracked fingertip positions. We show that 
quadratic encoding method yields smooth motions for smooth changes in the fingertip positions and 
show some demos of manipulation tasks using the interface. 
 
To address the latency in hand tracking and multiplayer interactions, we propose a method to 
augment hand pose prediction with eye tracking which will be commonly available in the next 
generation of VR headsets. We present a study on predicting grasp types to show that gaze is 
effective in predicting hand interactions. We found interesting patterns of gaze during bottle grasps 
before the hand reaches the bottle. We use neural networks to show that these gaze patterns can be 
learned in order to improve prediction accuracy.  
 
Finally, we conclude with application of grasp type prediction in VR and a user study which evaluates 
the usefulness and quality of hand pose generated based on grasp type prediction. The user study 
shows potential for usefulness of grasp type prediction in VR applications with rooms to improve in 
the future. 
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